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Abstract: Most semantic fieldwork studies seem to make use of elicitation in the sense of Matthewson
(2004) at some point in the data collection process. It is therefore necessary to discuss and develop this
technique in addition to innovative techniques such as storyboards and video. The present paper discusses
the application of nine different types of elicitation questions which I shall call elicitation frames. With
explicit examples from my own fieldwork on information structure and modality in the Inuktut dialects
North Slope Iñupiaq and Uummarmiutun, the paper shows what the employment of each individual frame
may look like in actual interview sessions, and it discusses how the frames may elicit data that can shed light
on different hypotheses from different angles. The applications of the respective frames are also discussed
in relation to individual consultants’ preferences. The paper thereby offers explicit and critical examinations
of the relation between hypothesis, elicitation question, and data point, a relation that lies at the core of the
craft of elicitation. For this reason, the paper may be of interest to a novice fieldworker, as well as an
experienced fieldworker who wishes to explore, develop, and reflect upon their elicitation practice. The
paper also contains novel ideas on how to present data and findings. As fieldworkers, we generally want to
present the collected data and make it useful to the scientific community and to the language community.
The paper therefore includes two brief sections that show how this can be done. One discusses the use of
quotes in journal publications as a way to increase transparency and show how the language consultants
have phrased their explanations of the subtle meaning nuances in the language that belongs to them. The
other shows novel ways of converting elicitation data into teaching materials.
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Introduction

Facts about the meaning of a linguistic expression are not directly observable (Bohnemeyer 2015:13–14).
This poses a challenge to semantic fieldwork, which is slightly different from, e.g., syntactic or phonetic fieldwork, especially when researching abstract meanings, such as modal expressions and discourse markers (e.g., Matthewson 2004; Bochnak and Matthewson 2015:2; Deal 2015:157). In the
last decade, scholars have presented and discussed a range of methods, each with their advantages.
Matthewson’s (2004) paper discusses elicitation in the traditional sense, where a fieldworker poses
a series of questions to a language consultant. She argues that valid semantic fieldwork data can be
collected through systematic elicitation if utterances are discussed in relation to contexts where they
can and cannot be appropriately uttered. Her paper presents elicitation techniques and explains their
theoretical foundation on truth-conditional semantics (see also Bohnemeyer 2015).
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In recent years, a range of innovative methods and tools for semantic research on abstract expressions have emerged, such as storyboards (TFS Working Group 2020; Burton and Matthewson
2015), questionnaires (e.g., Vander Klok 2012; see also Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology n.d.), and video stimuli (e.g., Lovick and Tuttle 2019). Most semantic fieldwork studies,
however, appear to make use of elicitation in the traditional sense at some point in the data collection process — e.g., to check hypotheses derived from storyboard data and to obtain negative data.
It is therefore necessary that we discuss and develop this element of the semantic fieldworker’s
toolbox in addition to the innovative methods. Vander Klok (2019:16–18) discusses how to design
contexts that are valid for testing specific meanings, and Peterson (2018) provides concrete explications of research design and workflow. To develop and critically examine our practices as semantic
fieldworkers, we also need concrete and explicit discussions about the choosing of the elicitation
question in relation to the research question, stage of the study, and the individual consultant. This
paper contributes to the ongoing discussion and development of elicitation questions (Matthewson
2004; Bohnemeyer 2015) and shows what their application may look like in actual field-linguistic
interviews.
The different kinds of elicitation questions are organized into what I shall call ‘elicitation frames’.
An elicitation frame consists of a stimulus, a task, and a (wanted) target response, just like Bohnemeyer’s (2015) elicitation types. I operate with the level and label ‘frame’ in the present paper
because different types of elicitation questions with different advantages and disadvantages may fall
under the same elicitation type in Bohnemeyer’s (2015) taxonomy. It is therefore useful to distinguish different question types within some of Bohnemeyer’s (2015) types and to label them in order
to discuss their application and potentials. The term ‘frame’ is intended to reflect that the researcher
can use them as a basis or template when forming their own concrete interview guide.
The paper reflects systematically on the research questions and hypotheses that the individual
elicitation frames can be used to collect data for, and what to consider when the fieldworker employs
them in collaboration with language consultants. The discussion of each frame is accompanied by
excerpts from interview sessions from my own fieldwork with speakers of two Inuktut dialects,
North Slope Iñupiaq (Berthelin 2012) and Uummarmiutun (Berthelin 2017a). This use of direct
quotes from the interview sessions illustrates the application of the respective elicitation frames
and increases transparency. The quotes show the basis from which the researcher extracts facts
about linguistic meaning, and the paper shows how such facts can be extracted from rather lengthy
and complex data points. The overall goals of the paper are to contribute to the development and
refinement of valid elicitation strategies, and to spark critical reflections and conversations about the
choice and implementation of elicitation question throughout the data collection process.
The paper is organized as follows: it begins with a brief introduction to Inuktut with an emphasis on the aspects of the language that are necessary for understanding the data under discussion.
Section 3 discusses the notion and purpose of elicitation in semantic fieldwork. Section 4 presents,
discusses and compares the respective elicitation frames, their advantages, disadvantages and application. We shall discuss the use of translation tasks (4.1), how judgments of combinations and
scope can shed light on semantics (4.2), the pairing of sentences and scenarios (4.3), and the use
of minimal pairs (4.4). The section ends with an illustration of how the respective frames may be
employed in an actual interview session, and how they interact with each other (4.5).
The paper is mainly methodological. However, since the purpose of collecting data on endangered languages is generally linguistic analysis and language revitalization, some consideration of
data presentation and giving back to the community is in order. Section 5 therefore briefly discusses
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how to present data from elicitation interviews in publications, and Section 6 shows how elicitation
data can be used to make teaching materials. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2

Inuktut

The Inuktut dialect continuum1 spreads across the Inuit lands from Little Diomede Island west of
the coast in Alaska, across arctic and sub-arctic Alaska and Canada to Kalaallit Nunaat (Greenland).
North Slope Iñupiaq is spoken on the North Slope in Alaska, and Uummarmiutun is spoken in the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region in the Canadian Northwest Territories, and they are both sub-groups
of the westernmost branch of Inuktut (MacLean 1993; Nagai 2006; Lowe 1985; Dorais 2010). The
experience of mutual intelligibility among the Inuktut dialects varies, and dialectal differences are
found in grammatical and semantic domains as well as on the phonological level (Dorais 2010).
There is, however, no doubt among speakers and linguists alike that the Inuktut dialects are closely
related (see, e.g., Fortescue 1985), and that they “share a common core” (Dorais 2010).2
Like the other Inuktut dialects, North Slope Iñupiaq and Uummarmiutun are polysynthetic and
agglutinative (e.g., Fortescue 1980, 1983; Johns 2014). One of the characteristics of Inuktut is the
large inventory of postbases.3 Postbases can be used to add a wide range of different meanings to the
interpretation of the verbal or nominal stem, such as concepts like ‘hunt’ (as in (1) below), ‘establish’,
‘envy’ and ‘make’, and abstract notions like modality and negation (e.g., Fortescue 1980). The
structure of the Inuktut word may be modelled as follows:
Figure 1: The Inuktut word (Nagai 2006:35)

base (+ any number of postbases) + ending (+ any number of enclitics4 )
|
{z
}
stem
Inuktut nominal endings mark person, number and case, and verb endings mark person, number
and mood. Unlike most other Inuktut dialects, Uummarmiutun and North Slope Iñupiaq verb endings
also mark tense (Lowe 1985; see Trondhjem 2007:10, 180, for a comparison of tense marking in
Inuktut dialects). The ending tuaq, for instance, is third person singular indicative past, while tuq
is third person singular indicative. Depending on the meaning of the stem, verbs with tuq get either
a present tense interpretation, or what Lowe (1985) calls an “immediate past” interpretation. That
is, the verb stem yara- ‘be tired’ gets a durative interpretation in combination with tuq: yaraȓuq ‘he
is tired’, and the verb stem katak- ‘fall off’ gets a punctual immediate past interpretation: qallutiga
kataktuq ‘my cup fell off’ (Lowe 1985:112).
1

The dialect continuum is sometimes called Inuit in the literature. Inuit is, however, also the name of the
people. Following the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (the national organization concerned with Inuit rights and
interests in Canada), I use the name Inuktut to refer to the language of the Inuit (ᐃᓄᐃᑦ ᑕᐱᕇᑦ ᑲᓇᑕᒥ [Inuit
Tapiriit Kanatami] 2020). For an illustrative map of the dialect continuum, see ᐱᕈᕐᕕᒃ [Pirurvik Centre] (n.d.).
2
Varieties of Inuktut are generally classified as dialects (see, e.g., Dorais 2010:27). However, a systematic
study of the possible motivations for this classification is needed.
3
Postbases are also known as suffixes (Lowe 1985; Trondhjem 2007) and affixes (Fortescue 1980) in the
literature. I use the term postbases like, e.g., MacLean (1993), Johns (2014), and Briggs et al. (2015). This
makes it easier to distinguish postbases from other suffixes such as inflectional suffixes.
4
Enclitics will not be discussed any further, as there are no data concerning enclitics in the paper.
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As indicated in Figure 1, postbases are optional. When a postbase or inflectional ending is attached, various phonological processes may take place such as assimilation, gemination and deletion
(see Dorais 2010: Chapter 2, for Inuktut in general; Lowe 1984 for Uummarmiutun; MacLean 1993,
2014 for North Slope Iñupiaq). In (1) below, for instance, lla ‘able to, can’ deletes the final q in niaq
‘hunt’, and the final q in qilalugaq ‘beluga’ assimilates into an r due to the attachment of niaq:5
(1)

Qilalugarniallahihuktuq.
qilalugaq-niaq -lla
-hi
-huk -tuq
beluga hunt able.to become want IND.3SG
‘He wants to learn to be a whaler.’

(Uummarmiutun)

In Inuktut, a postbase generally scopes over everything to its left (Fortescue 1980, 1983). That
is, when postbases co-occur, the postbase closer to the ending takes scope over the postbases closer
to the stem. In (1) above, the postbase huk ‘want’ scopes over the entire stem to its left; i.e., the
postbases hi ‘become’, lla ‘able to, can’, niaq ‘hunt’, and the base qilaugaq ‘beluga whale’. Hi
scopes over lla, niaq and qilaugaq, and so on.
3

Elicitation

The basis for semantic and pragmatic analysis is, simply put, a collection of meanings that the expression under investigation can be used to express, plus knowledge of the limits of the expressions’
extension. Elicitation is a powerful tool because it allows for direct and systematic testing of hypotheses (Matthewson 2004). If an expression E is suspected to cover the meaning M , the researcher
can design a stimulus and ask the consultant to perform a task where their response can reasonably
be taken as an indication that E can (or cannot) be used to express M (see Bohnemeyer 2015). This
method rests on the theoretical foundation of truth-conditional semantics (see Matthewson 2004 for
details).
While elicitation is a familiar activity to most linguistic field researchers, it is worthwhile to
clarify what type of interactional activities are covered by the term ‘elicitation’ in a paper concerned
with the application of elicitation in a fieldwork interview. The Oxford Dictionaries define the verb
‘elicit’ as follows: “evoke or draw out (a reaction, answer, or fact) from someone” (Lexico 2020).
This definition may yield associations to a mechanical question-response interaction between the
fieldworker and the language consultant. However, and especially if the purpose is to collect data
for semantic and pragmatic analysis, the field-linguistic interview may well take the form of a conversation about the meaning of sentences and what they can be used to convey. In most of the interviews I have been part of — and I assume the same is true for many a field linguist — I would ask
a question, the language consultant would answer and/or elaborate, and then I would ask follow-up
questions based on the knowledge the consultant had just shared.
Similarly, Crane and Fleisch (2019) find that their elicitation interviews lead to more interesting
results when they go beyond a checklist-style interview. They note that the researcher’s goal —
at least in the early stage — “[…] is to hold the thread of the elicitation goal and make sure that
all of the test frames are elicited, while also allowing for conversational detours, which are likely
to provide additional insights” (2019:15). They appear to advocate for a balance between keeping
track of the hypotheses that need to be tested on the one hand, and allowing for genuine conversation
5

The glossing abbreviations throughout the paper follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules.
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about meaning on the other. If the latter is neglected, valuable insights into real-life meaning and
usage might be lost (Crane and Fleisch 2019:17). The task of the semantic fieldworker who wishes
to use elicitation is therefore to prepare questions which not only a) yield judgments with respect to
the extension of the given expressions, but also b) facilitate additional reflections and explanations
in order to get a detailed picture of their potential meaning (see also Berthelin 2012). As will become
clear in Section 4, some elicitation frames are better suited for eliciting creative elaborations, whereas
others are better suited for more direct testing of hypotheses about an expression’s extension. It is
important to attend to the different properties of the elicitation frames, because it makes it easier to
construct interview guides in relation to the hypotheses, the preferences of the individual consultant,
and the stage of the study.
4

Elicitation frames

The most systematic and elaborated categorization of semantic elicitation techniques is found in
Bohnemeyer (2015). Bohnemeyer classifies elicitation techniques in terms of stimulus and response
types. There are four stimulus types and five response types. This gives us seven — and only seven,
Bohnemeyer (2015) argues6 — possible combinations that are relevant to semantic fieldwork, and
thereby seven possible elicitation techniques. Bohnemeyer’s categorization is represented in Table 1
below. I have replaced his “contact-language” with the term ‘metalanguage’7 used in the present
paper, and numbered the stimulus types for convenience.
The present paper operates with ‘elicitation frames’. As stated in the introduction, I found it
necessary to draw further distinctions within some of the elicitation types. More specifically, I drew
distinctions within some of the four stimulus types, in order to discuss how different versions of
the same stimulus type can yield different kinds of data, and thereby serve different purposes in
the data collection process. This is not in conflict with Bohnemeyer (2015). He himself describes
how a stimulus may contain, e.g., a metalanguage utterance plus a contextual scenario restricting
the content of the target language utterance, and thereby be a combination of Type II and Type III
(2015:25). This combination (metalanguage sentence + context → target language utterance) is
labelled ‘Frame B’ in the present paper. A label like ‘Type II + Type III stimulus’ would be less precise, because a Type II-stimulus can also be a target language utterance (rather than a metalanguage
utterance), as it appears in the first row in Table 1.
In a similar vein, the frame labelled ‘Frame H’ in the present paper consists of a stimulus that
contains two target language sentences that form a minimal pair, and the task is to explicate their
meanings by paraphrase or scenarios. Frame H is therefore an instantiation of Bohnemeyer’s (2015)
Type VI; i.e., target language utterance → explication by paraphrase or scenario. As we shall see,
however, the data we get when the stimulus consists of a minimal pair is different from the data we
get with just one target language utterance in the stimulus, as in the original Type VI. This posed
the need to name each variant in order to ease the discussion and comparison of their respective
6

There is, for instance, hardly any point in asking the language consultant to explicate the meaning of a
metalanguage utterance or to judge the well-formedness of a description of the content of a linguistic representation.
7
Like Matthewson (2004) and Vander Klok (2012), I use the term ‘metalanguage’. Alternative terms are
‘contact language’ (e.g., Bohnemeyer 2015) and ‘language of wider communication’ (e.g., Anderbois and
Henderson 2015). I prefer ‘metalanguage’ because it reflects that the consultants and I have used this language
to talk about another language, namely the target language.
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Table 1: A classification of elicitation techniques by stimulus and response type
(adapted from Bohnemeyer 2015:22)

Target
language
utterance

Metalanguage
utterance

Metalinguistic
utterance:
judgment

Metalinguistic
utterance:
description

Type I

Type II

Type V
Judgment

Type VI
Explication by
paraphrase,
scenario

Target
language
utterance

completion;
association

Metalanguage
utterance

Type II
translation

Content of
linguistic
representation

Type III
Production

(in the target or
metalanguage)

Content of a
non-linguistic
representation

in a given
contextual
scenario

translation

(well-formedness,
truth, felicity)

Non-linguistic
representation
Type VII
Demonstration
of referents;
act-out tasks

(these combinations go beyond target language elicitation)

Type IV
description

potentials and limitations.
Another case where the frame units come in handy is when an elicitation question combines
properties from several types, not only in terms of stimulus, but also in terms of task. In Frame I, the
stimulus is a minimal pair of target sentences8 plus a contextual scenario,9 and the target response
is an elaboration of their respective suitability in that contextual scenario. The task thereby has a
judgment component (Type V), as well as metalinguistic description components (Type VI). The use
of the frame units makes it easier to single out a specific type of elicitation question and discuss its
application in relation to other types of elicitation questions. The intention is therefore not to break
up or challenge the taxonomy in Table 1, or to propose a systematic division into sub-types. The
purpose of the frame unit is simply to identify different elicitation question templates that we may
use when we construct our interview guides, and to facilitate the discussions of their applications and
potentials. The elicitation frames under discussion in the present paper are summarized in Table 2
below.10
Ideally, a variety of elicitation frames are employed to ensure the quality and validity of the
dataset. Nevertheless, the appropriate choice of elicitation frame depends on various factors. One
of these is the type of research question: are you interested in learning how a certain meaning M
8

Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Types I, II, V, VI, and VII all make use of target sentences as part of the stimulus,
though not as part of a minimal pair (cf. Table 1).
9
That is, a Type III-stimulus (cf. Table 1).
10
As the reader can see, I have made no attempt to cover all Bohnemeyer’s (2015) types in any sense, and I
leave it to others to discuss the application of variants of Bohnemeyer’s (2015) types I, IV and VII.
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Table 2: List of elicitation frames discussed
Bohnemeyer
(2015) types
involved

Frame

Stimulus

Target
response

Ai.

Target language sentence

Metalanguage
translation

Metalanguage sentence

Target language
translation

B

Metalanguage sentence + context

Target language
translation

II, III

C

Target language sentence containing expressions that
are (not) expected to co-occur if a current hypothesis
about their meaning properties is true

Judgment

V

D

Target language sentence containing expressions that
are (not) expected to co-occur in a specific order given
a current hypothesis about their meaning properties

Judgment

V

E

Context + communicative intention

Target language
utterance

III

F

Context + target language sentence

Judgment

V

G

Target language sentence

Description
of scenario

VI

H

Two target language sentences
that form a minimal pair

Elaboration on
their difference

VI

I

Two target language sentences
that form a minimal pair + a context

Choice /
Elaboration on
their difference

V, VI

Aii.
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II

is expressed in the target language? Or in learning which meanings an expression E in the target
language can be used to express? It also depends on how much the researcher already knows about
the expression under investigation, and it depends not least on the preferences of the individual consultant. Some people have a lot of experience with translation work, and may therefore prefer tasks
that involve a sentence and a request for translation.11 Others may prefer to share their knowledge
about their language through descriptions of situations where a given sentence can be appropriately
uttered.
In what follows, I present and discuss the different elicitation frames, along with examples of
what their use may look like and reflections on when to choose a given elicitation frame. We start out
with frames that involve a translation task (4.1). Then we move on to frames that involve a judgment
task but no context in the stimulus (4.2). After this, we discuss frames that aim at pairing contextual
scenarios with suitable target language sentences (4.3), and finally, there is a section that discusses
frames that make use of minimal pairs (4.4). The interviews that the examples are taken from were
all conducted with English as a metalanguage. The use of a metalanguage will be discussed when
relevant, and I refer the reader to Matthewson (2004:394–395) and Anderbois and Henderson (2015)
for general discussions of the use of a metalanguage in semantic fieldwork.
4.1 Translations
The first two frames to be presented involve translation tasks. Frame A is identical to Bohnemeyer’s
(2015) Type II, and Frame B involves Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Types II and III:
Frame A: Translations
STIMULUS
i.
ii.

TARGET RESPONSE
sentence12

Target language
Metalanguage sentence

Metalanguage translation
Target language translation

Frame B: Translations in context
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Metalanguage sentence + Context

Target language translation

Frame Ai is useful when the fieldworker has little or no idea of what the given target language
sentence (or an expression within it) means. And Frame Aii is useful when the fieldworker has little
or no idea of how a certain meaning is expressed in the target language. However, when the target response is a translation into the target language, the stimulus may well include a context, as
in Frame B. This constrains the interpretation of the metalanguage sentence, and thereby the fieldworker has a better idea of which meaning is being translated (Bohnemeyer 2015:27; Matthewson
2004; Cover 2015). The context used in the stimulus may be an imaginary scenario, or it may be
inspired by real world scenarios or stories familiar to consultant and fieldworker, as in (2):
11

See also Nouri-Hosseini (2018:41), who reports that most of the consultants in her study were more comfortable when storyboards included text below the pictures than they were with storyboards without accompanying
text.
12
The target language sentences in the stimuli I used were either a) from the Uummarmiutun grammar (Lowe
1985) or dictionary (Lowe 1984), b) constructed on the basis of these sources and checked for grammaticality
with consultants, or c) given by a consultant in a previous interview.
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(2)

Sentence under discussion:
Hanaiqqaaȓutin,
piuȓaariallahiȓutin.
hanai
-qqaa-ȓutin
piuȓaaq-iaq -lla -hi -ȓutin
get.ready first IND.2SG play
go.and can FUT IND.2SG
‘You get ready first, then you could go out and play.’
Before the interview, the consultant told the interviewer about her grandfather. When the
consultant was a kid, her grandfather would always tell her to get all the chores — such as
sawing — done first, and then she could go and play.
I:13

C:

So how would your grandfather say to you: “you have to sew — ”, no, “you have
to saw first”? “You, you have to — you gotta finish this work, and then you can
go and play.” How, how would he say that in Inupiatun?14
Uh... hanaiqqaaȓutin. Hanaiqqaarutin piuraariallahiȓutin. It means, get ready
first — get everything ready, and then you could go play.

The metalanguage sentence plus the scenario in the stimulus target a permission meaning — i.e.,
deontic possibility. The response in (2) contains the postbase lla ‘be able to, can’, and the response
thus indicates that lla can be used as a vehicle for expressing deontic possibility.
As Bohnemeyer notes, a non-linguistic stimulus constrains but hardly determines the meaning
of the target language response (2015:27). The same point is true for linguistic stimuli and thereby
relevant to the application of Frame B (and Frames E, F, and I below): a description of a context
is unlikely to be an exhaustive description of a situation. The consultant may hence fill in missing
details in her mental representation of the context that turn out to be the factors that license the target
language sentence she gives as response.
This pitfall can be mitigated by talking about the context and the response, asking follow-up
questions, and listening carefully to further elaborations — in other words, by having a conversation
about the scenario and the various utterances that might fit in that scenario (see also Lovick and
Tuttle 2019:147–148). A conversation like this, after the translation task itself, is different from
using a long and detailed description of a scenario as part of the initial stimulus. Long verbal stimuli
may cause the interviewer and the consultant to lose track of the (relevant) factors in the scenario
(Burton and Matthewson 2015:137). Of course, one may also choose to talk over some of the details
in the scenario before the translation, especially if the consultant asks for clarification or more detail.
The point is that the interviewer and the consultant must share the conception of the scenario, and
that any clarification can be ensured before the translation into the target language sentence and/or
through a follow-up conversation.
In a slightly different version of Frame Aii and B, the interviewer asks the consultant to translate a
dialogue that contains the meaning(s) under investigation into the target language (see, e.g., François
2019). This method is a good alternative when the researcher needs a complex discourse scenario to
fix an abstract interpretation — e.g., when eliciting discourse markers. Another way of constraining
the interpretation of the metalanguage sentence when asking for translations is a version of NouriHosseini’s (2018) Picture-aided Translation Task: the consultant is presented with a picture and a
metalanguage sentence. In this way, the picture constrains the interpretation of the metalanguage
sentence.15 Moreover, a verbal description of a scenario is ‘gone’ and may be forgotten the moment
13
14

‘I’ stands for ‘interviewer’. ‘C’ stands for ‘consultant’.
Some speakers use the name Inupiatun to refer to their language, while others prefer Uummarmiutun.
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it is uttered, while a picture offers a more stable shared frame of reference.
When working with translations, it should be kept in mind that not everybody is comfortable
translating into the target language. Some prefer to translate from the target language into the metalanguage, or to explain the meaning of target language sentences by means of describing scenarios
where the sentence can be used (see Frame G below). Working with the same consultants over a
period of time allows the interviewer to become aware of which frames each consultant prefers to
work with, and thereby to better prepare for interviews by making interview guides in accordance
with individual preferences.
4.2 Judging combinations and scope
Judgment tasks in semantic elicitation may but need not include a context in the stimulus. The
acceptance or rejection of certain combinations of lexical items in the target language may provide
insights into the meaning properties of the expressions combined (Bohnemeyer 2015). The stimulus
in a Frame C question involves a target language sentence, and the target response is a judgment.
Frame C thereby falls under Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Type V:
Frame C: Judging combinations of expressions
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Target language sentence containing
expressions that are (not) expected to
co-occur if a current hypothesis about their
meaning properties is true

Judgment

Frame C tests the felicity of combining certain lexical elements within the word. We shall now
see how this frame may be used to test the hypothesis that Uummarmiutun yumaaq is restricted to
volitional meaning.
According to the Uummarmiutun dictionary (Lowe 1984), yumaaq means ‘plan, intend to’. It
may therefore be hypothesized that yumaaq is restricted to volitional meaning. One of the ways
to test the hypothesis is to check if yumaaq may be used in combination with a verb stem that
expresses an undesirable event, such as paya- ‘to starve’. People generally do not intend or plan
for themselves or others to starve. Therefore, if payayumaaqtuq ‘he starve-yumaaq’ is rejected,
the hypothesis that yumaaq contains a volitional meaning component can be maintained. If payayumaaqtuq is accepted, this would challenge the hypothesis that yumaaq is restricted to volition. As
it appears in (3), payayumaaqtuq is accepted, and given the consultant’s explanation, the sentence
yields an interpretation free from volition:
(3)

Sentence under discussion:
Payayumaaqtuq.
paya -yumaaq-tuq
starve yumaaq IND.3SG
‘He’s gonna starve.’

15

This method was originally developed as a way of maintaining the advantages of the Storyboard method
while avoiding the disadvantages experienced by the team members in the Most and More project in the
employment of the Storyboards method (see Nouri-Hosseini 2018, especially pp. 5–8, for details).
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I:
C:

Payayumaaqtuq...? Is that a word?
[…]
Payayumaaqtuq — ‘he’s gonna starve’. Payayumaaqtuq... Oh! No. Payayumaaqtuq... — because is not good hunter, is sick or... he’s gonna starve. Payayumaaqtuq. […] You gotta help him. Everybody, anybody in uh... in the Delta when
they heard that that guy is gonna starve, they go.

The response in (3) thus indicates that yumaaq is not semantically restricted to volitional meaning, but yumaaq may still be restricted to a subject-internal modal source; i.e., the modal force
comes from within the subject referent. Data point (3) points in this direction because the consultant attributes the actualization of the starving to properties of the subject referent: he is not a good
hunter.16
The formation of the stimulus in (3) exploits the meaning of another linguistic expression (paya‘starve’) to test a hypothesis regarding the meaning of yumaaq. In addition, morpho-syntactic restrictions may also be exploited in the formation of stimuli intended to test semantic properties, as in
Frame D. Frame D involves the same type of stimulus and target response as Frame C, and it thereby
also falls under Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Type V. While Frame D looks like an entirely morpho-syntactic
judgment task, it may be used to test hypotheses regarding the semantics of the items involved as
well. This is because the semantics of the expressions may cause restrictions on their relational
order.
Frame D: Judging relational order of expressions
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Target language sentence containing
expressions that are (not) expected to
co-occur in a specific order given a current
hypothesis about their meaning properties
plus knowledge of the syntax of the target
language

Judgment

Frame D requires some familiarity with the structure of the language as well as the general
linguistics literature on the phenomenon under investigation. This is so because the formation of
this type of stimulus exploits language-internal and cross-linguistic syntactic properties of linguistic
expressions with certain types of meaning. The validity of the test thereby relies on, for example,
assumptions about scope in the language as well as an assumption about cross-linguistic tendencies.
Neither of these are necessarily exceptionless. It is therefore important to triangulate data obtained
through Frame D questions with data obtained through other frames before drawing conclusions
about the semantics of the expression(s) under investigation.
Let us see how Frame D may be used to investigate the hypothesis that Uummarmiutun hungnaq
‘probably’ is restricted to epistemic modal meaning — i.e., that root modal readings are not available
for hungnaq. The target responses are judgments of sentences where hungnaq occurs in a syntactic
environment assumed to be either appropriate or inappropriate given a) the suspected meaning of
16

See a full discussion of data on yumaaq in Berthelin (2017a), who concludes that yumaaq is restricted to a
subject-internal modal source, and in some contexts this gives rise to volitional interpretations.
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hungnaq (i.e., epistemic modality), and b) observations pertaining to this type of meaning crosslinguistically and in other Inuktut dialects.
We know that cross-linguistically, epistemic modals tend to scope higher than root modals, and
these properties may be reflected in differing morpho-syntactic restrictions (Boye 2005, 2013). The
same is true for Inuktut (Fortescue 1980). Recall from Section 2 that an Inuktut postbase scopes over
everything to its left. The type of meaning encoded by the postbase therefore tends to affect which
slot it can occupy in relation to other postbases within the verbal word.17 According to Fortescue
(1980:261, 272), postbases with epistemic meaning belong in the slot closer to the inflectional ending
than expressions with root modal meaning. It is therefore relevant to check whether Uummarmiutun
hungnaq is restricted to the slot closer to the inflectional ending than the suspected root modal ȓukȓau.
This appears to be the case according to the judgments of (4a,b):
(4)

a.

b.

Rejected: hungnaq + ȓukȓau
* Anihungnaqtukȓauȓuq.
ani -hungnaq -ȓukȓau-ȓuq
leave probably ROOT IND.3SG
Accepted: ȓukȓau + hungnaq
Havaktukȓauhungnaqtuq.
havak-ȓukȓau-hungnaq -ȓuq
work ROOT probably IND.3SG
(You fixed something and) ‘maybe it’s gonna work.’

The data in (4) thus support the hypothesis that hungnaq is epistemic only. However, if ȓukȓau
is an unknown variable like hungnaq, the data in (4) are far from solid indications that hungnaq is
restricted to epistemic meaning. Another scope test that may shed light on the meaning of ȓukȓau and
hungnaq is one where the stimulus involves the negation postbase nngit. The premise is as follows:
if hungnaq allows for epistemic modal readings only, it should be restricted to the slot after the
postbase nngit ‘not’; i.e., only nngit + hungnaq is acceptable. But if hungnaq allows for root modal
meanings as well, the order hungnaq + nngit should also be possible, and the relational order would
simply serve to disambiguate hungnaq between the two readings (see Fortescue 1980; Trondhjem
2007, 2009 for details). The judgments of the sentences in (5) below indicate that when hungnaq
co-occurs with negation, hungnaq is restricted to the slot closer to the inflectional ending:
(5)

a.

Accepted: nngit + hungnaq
Aningitchungnaqtuq.
ani -nngit-hungnaq -tuq
leave NEG probably IND.3SG
‘Maybe he didn’t leave.’18

b.

Rejected: hungnaq + nngit
* Anihungnanngitchuq.
ani -hungnaq -nngit-tuq
leave probably NEG IND.3SG

17

If a postbase covers more than one type of meaning — e.g., it is ambiguous between two types of meaning
— its meaning can be disambiguated by the slot it occupies (see Fortescue 1980; Trondhjem 2007, 2009).
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The judgments in (5) support the hypothesis that hungnaq is restricted to epistemic modal meanings as it scopes higher than negation. We now need to perform a test on the test itself. This can be
done by checking the permitted relational order of negation and the suspected root modal postbase
ȓukȓau ‘should’. It turns out that, contrary to hungnaq, ȓukȓau must precede negation:
(6)

a.

b.

Accepted: ȓukȓau + nngit
Utiqtukȓaunngitchuq.
utiq
-ȓukȓau-nngit-ȓuq
come.back have.to NEG IND.3SG
‘You don’t have to give it back.’ Lit.: ‘It does not have to return.’
Rejected: nngit + ȓukȓau
* Utinngittukȓauȓuq.
utiq
-nngit-ȓukȓau-ȓuq
come.back NEG have.to IND.3SG

Frames C and D can thus be used to collect language-internal evidence because they exploit
(semantic and syntactic) properties of the language to shed light on hypotheses about the properties
of the expressions under investigation. As appealing as this may sound, we need to think critically about the cross-linguistic tendencies that inform the premises of our tests. The data in (4–5)
are valid indications about the restrictions on hungnaq if and only if root and epistemic modals in
Uummarmiutun indeed do adhere to the same morpho-syntactic restrictions as similar expressions
in other languages tend to do. A semantics of hungnaq which predicts that hungnaq is restricted to
epistemic modal meaning therefore needs to be based on data obtained through other frames as well.
As for ȓukȓau, the application of Frame D in (4) and (6) above may support the hypothesis that
ȓukȓau is restricted to root-modal readings. However, the application of Frame C below gives a
slightly different picture. I asked two consultants about the meaning of hialuktukȓauȓuq ‘it rainȓukȓau’. One consultant rejected the word, saying that no one is the boss of the weather and it is
not up to us if we want it to rain. This was expected, due to my hypothesis that ȓukȓau is restricted
to root modal meaning, and thus the combination with an uncontrollable verb would render the
sentence odd. The consultant who gave (7) below, however, accepted the word. And according to
her statements, epistemic readings — more specifically hearsay readings — are indeed available for
ȓukȓau:
(7)

Sentences under discussion:
a. Hila
hialuktukȓauȓuq.
hila
hialuk-ȓukȓau -tuq
weather rain ȓukȓau IND.3SG
‘It’s gonna rain.’ (I heard.)

18

Hungnaq is glossed as ‘probably’ throughout the paper because it covers epistemic possibility (‘maybe’) as
well as weak epistemic necessity (‘highly likely’) (see Section 6). I have nevertheless kept the consultants’
translations of the respective sentences, hence the presence of ‘maybe’ in the translation tier.
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b.

Hila
hialukkihiȓuq.
hila
hialuk-kihi-tuq
weather rain FUT IND.3SG
‘It’s gonna rain.’
C:

I:
C:

Hialuktukȓauȓuq is... uh... — You, you’re seeing the — somebody you heard the
news and — that gonna rain. But, you’re saying... Hialuktukȓauȓuq because you
heard this, the news. […] But me I could tell you, “Hialukihiȓuq”, because I’ve
seen the clouds.
And then I can tell somebody else Hialuktukȓauȓuq?19
Uh... You heard it from me, yeah.

The conflict between the data in (4) and (6) on the one hand, and (7) on the other, confirms
that morpho-syntactic restrictions should never be taken as sole indicators of the meaning of a linguistic expression. I nevertheless do not believe that scope tests should be completely abandoned.
In the case of ȓukȓau, the morpho-syntactic findings in (4) and (6), together with the first consultant’s rejection of hialuktukȓauȓuq ‘it rain-ȓukȓau’, may suggest that the meaning of ȓukȓau is in the
process of changing from only covering the root modal (deontic) meaning to also covering hearsay
evidential meaning. A similar semantic development has been observed in other languages,20 and
future research should seek to explore if this is also the case for ȓukȓau (see Berthelin 2017a,c; for
discussion).
To conclude about the validity of Frame D: data on morpho-syntactic restrictions can hardly
confirm or reject a semantic hypothesis. They may nevertheless be useful as long as they are interpreted in relation to data obtained through other frames and observations of similar expressions in
other languages.
4.3 Sentences and scenarios
This subsection discusses elicitation frames that are especially targeted at pairing sentences with
scenarios where they can be appropriately uttered. Frame E below is similar to Bohnemeyer’s (2015)
Type III:
Frame E: Rendering communicative intention in target language
STIMULUS
TARGET RESPONSE
Context + communicative intention

Target language utterance

In the employment of this frame, the interviewer describes a scenario and asks the consultant
which target language sentence he (or the imaginary person in the scenario) would utter in that
19

Note that I by mistake asked the consultant whether I myself — who is not a speaker of the language —
could say the sentence. Note also that she hesitates before confirming that I could say the sentence in the given
context. People tend to be less strict when it comes to accepting odd sentences from non-speakers, while a
similar sentence might be judged inappropriate if uttered by a native speaker. On the other hand, the Elders
working on the project generally seemed comfortable with letting me know when a sentence was wrong, even
in the cases where I asked whether I myself could say the sentence (see, e.g., (10) below).
20
See, e.g., Öhlschläger (1989:233–234), Eide (2006:32), and Palmer (2001:42) on German sollen, and Boye
(2013:156) on Danish skulle. This lexical polyfunctionality is also found in Estonian and Finnish (Kehayov
and Torn-Leesik 2009:374).
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scenario. Like Frame B, Frame E thus makes use of a context to help fix the meaning of the target
language sentence in the response. The crucial difference between the two frames is that Frame E
questions ask for the rendering of a communicative intention (“What would you say?”) in the target
language, whereas Frame B questions ask for a translation from the metalanguage into the target
language (“How do you say [metalanguage sentence]?”). That is, the communicative intention is
not expressed in the code of the metalanguage in Frame E. Frame E thus allows for less interference
from the metalanguage, because there is no metalanguage sentence to be translated.
The challenge is to tailor a scenario where the meaning under investigation is part of the utterance
that the consultant would want to say in that scenario. The scenario in (8) is intended to explore
how confident inferences are rendered in Uummarmiutun; i.e., it targets a response that conveys
something like “My dog must (I infer) have eaten the maktak”:
(8)

Scenario: Let’s imagine that you are in the kitchen and so is the dog. You just put a plate with
maktak21 on the kitchen table, and then you turn around and you stir in the pot, and you turn
around again, and the maktak is gone. What do you say?
(Adapted from Cable 2017:10)

The application of Frame E is, however, not straightforward; many communicative intentions
may apply in a given scenario, but this does not mean that all of them contain the semantic phenomenon under investigation, e.g., a confident inference. Stimuli like (8) may for instance elicit
target language utterances corresponding to “Stupid dog!” or “I should not have put my maktak
there.” The use of (8) is thus far from guaranteed to yield data that shed light on how to express
confident inferences in the target language.
An option is, of course, to restrict the response by providing a metalanguage sentence that conveys the target meaning (like in Frame B). In cases where several communicative intentions apply
in a scenario, the consultants I worked with would often ask for a metalanguage sentence to translate, because it was unclear which meaning I was aiming at. Another option that is somewhat in
between a Frame B stimulus and (8), is to ask the consultant what she would say in the scenario, but
restrict the response in terms of topic — e.g., by asking “What can you say about what happened to
your maktak?”.22 The interview excerpt in (9) illustrates what this strategy may look like in an actual
interview. Note also how the consultant elaborates on her interpretation of the communicative intention and the scenario in the last part of the excerpt. This facilitates the interviewer’s understanding
of the nuances of meaning conveyed by the target language sentence:
(9)

Sentence under discussion:
Qimmira
nirilirniraa
qimmiq-ra
niri-liq
-niq
-raa
dog
1SG.POSS.SG eat quickly turns.out IND.3SG.SBJ.3SG.OBJ
maktautiga.
maktak
-uti
-ga
whale.skin.with.blubber supply.of 1SG.POSS.SG
‘My dog must have eaten my maktak.’

21

Whale skin with blubber, regularly eaten in small pieces as a delicacy or in larger quantities as part of a
meal.
22
Thanks to Maren Berg Grimstad and Ragnhild Eik (p.c. 2015) for suggesting this strategy to me. Another
solution to a problem of a similar nature is given in Bohnemeyer (2015:27–28).
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I:

C:
I:
C:

I:
C:

Let’s imagine that you um... you just put a plate with maktak on the kitchen table,
and then you turn around and you stir in the pot, and you turn around again, and
the maktak is gone. And then the only other... thing... present in the room is your
dog, who’s lying down in the corner. What can you say about what happened to --- to your maktak.
Yeah.
Qimmira maktautiga niritirniraa. You know... ‘My dog — ’, um... How would
you say it now? Oh! ‘My dog must have eaten my maktak’.
[…]
How did you say that again?
Qimmirma nirilirniraa23 maktautiga. I was surprised! I got surprised because I
was stirring in the [unintelligible] and I turn around and taima [‘then’], my maktak
is gone.

The consultant chooses a sentence that contains the morpheme niq. The datum in (9) thus indicates that niq can be used when conveying a confident inference.
It is important to keep in mind that data like (9) are far from enough to identify the full extension
of niq. All we know from (9) is that niq is some sort of epistemic expression, and that it is suitable
when conveying confident assumptions based on inferential evidence. In the course of determining
the extension of an expression, it is of course impossible to test for every possible meaning. Studies
of similar expressions in other languages are valuable sources in the process of forming relevant
hypotheses about the extension of a linguistic expression. For instance, if we know that another
language has an expression that covers confident assumptions based on inferential evidence — like
niq — as well as confident assumptions based on direct visual evidence, then it might be worthwhile
to check if niq also covers confident assumptions based on visual evidence. Also, semantic maps,
such as the map in Figure 2 below, tend to offer insights into which hypotheses may be worth testing.
Figure 2: van der Auwera and Plungian’s (1998) cross-linguistic categories of Evidentiality and
Epistemic Modality, mapped onto the semantic map of epistemic expressions
(figure adapted and simplified from Boye 2010:11)
evidentiality
direct evidence
(e.g., visual, auditory, or unspecified)

indirect evidence
(reportative, inferential, or unspecified)
epistemic modality

certainty

partial (un)certainty
/ probability (strong,
weak, or unspecified)

complete uncertainty
/ epistemic possibility

The connecting lines in the map reflect that a number of language-specific expressions have
moved diachronically between the meanings connected by the line or that they are polyfunctional
with respect to these meanings (see Boye 2010). Therefore, if an expression E is found to cover
23

The consultant appears to settle for the word nirilirniraa rather than niritirniraa — i.e., she seems to prefer
a word containing the form liq rather than tiq. In MacLean’s (2014:504, 691) dictionary, liq and tiq are both
described as ‘quickly’.
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meaning M (e.g., ‘indirect evidence’), then it should be tested whether E can also be used to express the meanings next to M in the conceptual space (e.g., ‘direct evidence’ and ‘probability’). In
our case, we have data indicating that niq is appropriate when the speaker has indirect (inferential)
evidence (i.e., the upper right area in the semantic map in Figure 2). It may therefore be worthwhile
to check if niq is also licensed when the speaker has direct evidence, because this is the neighboring
meaning of indirect evidence, which means that a number of language-specific expressions have
been found to be polyfunctional with respect to these meanings.
Frame E is useful for exploring how certain meanings are expressed in the target language,
because the interviewer can fix the stimulus such that the response is likely to include a target language utterance which contains a given meaning. An interesting alternative to Frame E is employed
by Lovick and Tuttle (2019), who use video clips with characters performing foolish and mildly
dangerous activities. After showing the video clip, they ask the consultant how they would advise
the characters if they were their grandchildren, and thereby they fix the communicative intention to
negative directives. Frame E, as well as Lovick and Tuttle’s (2019) video-based elicitation, requires
that the consultant is comfortable with constructing sentences in the target language. If not, Frame E
should be avoided (as should Frames Aii and B).
The next frame to be discussed also aims at pairing utterances containing the expression under
investigation with contexts. But whereas Frame E elicits target language utterances, Frame F is a
judgment task and thereby falls under Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Type V.
Frame F: Judgment of utterance in context
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Context + Target language sentence

Judgment

The excerpt in (10) illustrates the employment of Frame F. The intention is to check if Uummarmiutun lla ‘be able to, can’ (root possibility) can be used to express epistemic possibility. It does
not seem to be the case given the dictionary entry ‘be able to, can’ (Lowe 1984). However, at least
36 languages have modals that are polyfunctional between root and epistemic possibility (van der
Auwera and Ammann 2013). It must therefore be checked if lla can express epistemic possibility
in addition to root possibility. The question in (10) is intended to check if lla can be used in an
utterance conveying a meaning like “He could have moved/Maybe he moved.” The consultant’s
response indicates that this is not the case:
(10)

Sentence under discussion:
Nuullaȓuq.
nuut -lla -ȓuq
move can IND.3SG
‘He could move.’
I:

C:
I:
C:
I:

Let’s imagine that we are going to see an old friend, so we are going to his house.
And then we come there,24 and the house looks abandoned. It’s empty, and it seems
like there is nobody there. And that’s very strange. And then I say nuullaȓuq -(shakes head)
No? I don’t say -No.
How is um... — What makes it strange, that word in that --
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C:
I:
C:

-- Nuullaȓuq?
Yeah?
You’re telling that person “you shou — ”... He or she could move, out of there.
Move to another house.25

As pointed out in the literature on semantic fieldwork methods (e.g., Matthewson 2004; Bohnemeyer 2015; Deal 2015), a sentence may be rejected in a context for several reasons, not all of
them having to do with its semantics. The sentence may, for instance, be ungrammatical, or the
fieldworker may have pronounced it wrong. All these factors may lead the consultant to reject the
sentence in the given context, and it should not lead the researcher to conclude that the rejection is
necessarily due to the semantics of the sentence. Follow-up questions like “What makes the sentence
strange?” can help the fieldworker gain insights into why the sentence is rejected. Judging from the
consultant’s response in (10) to why nuullaȓuq ‘he move-lla’ is strange, it appears that this indeed
has to do with meaning, rather than morpho-syntax or my pronunciation: she answers by explaining
the correct meaning of the sentence, which seems to be exactly what makes the sentence unsuitable
in the given scenario.
Frame F is useful for testing hypotheses about what a certain expression in the target language
can and cannot be used to express. In (10), the frame yields a response that sheds light on the limitations of the postbase lla ‘be able to, can’. That is, (10) indicates that lla is less suitable for making
inferences about the present state of the world (epistemic modal meaning), and more suitable for
talking about what a person is able or permitted to do (root modal meaning). Frame F may therefore
also be helpful for determining whether hungnaq, discussed above, is indeed restricted to an epistemic modal meaning. Recall from Section 4.2 that the morpho-syntactic judgment tasks yielded
data that pointed in this direction (data 4–5). However, as discussed in Section 4.2, data yielded by
morpho-syntactic judgment tasks need to be interpreted in relation to data obtained through other
frames, because morpho-syntactic restrictions are not enough to prove a hypothesis about the semantics of the expression. The data points in (4–5), therefore, need to be augmented with other data
before we can conclude that hungnaq is restricted to epistemic modal meaning. This could, for instance, be done by means of a Frame F-based question, where the scenario calls for an utterance with
root modal meaning, and the interviewer asks the consultant to judge the suitability of a sentence
with hungnaq. The hypothesis that hungnaq is only used for epistemic modal meaning is supported
if the sentence is rejected. Also, the hypothesis that niq ‘turns out’ may cover direct evidence and
strong epistemic modality may well be explored by means of Frame F questions.
24

The phrase And then we come there might be a slightly marked construction in English, and in hindsight it is
clear to me that it is a cross-linguistic transfer from my first language. I usually did not read aloud the stimuli,
but rather narrated them more or less freely in order to make the elicitation less mechanical and formal. The
odd construction in the stimulus in (10) does not appear to have affected the consultant’s understanding of
the stimulus, but it could have. Such issues provide an argument for including the interviewer’s questions in
research publications so that the reader may identify potential aspects of the stimulus that may decrease the
validity of the data point. See also Section 5.
25
A reviewer asked if it could affect the judgment that the ending in nuullaȓuq is not in the past tense. While I
cannot rule out this option, it is very likely that it does not: if nuullaȓuq allows for an epistemic reading, it is
reasonable to assume that it could yield an ‘immediate past’ interpretation of the verb like epistemic hungnaq
does with the punctual base of the verb in (5a) above, and in the verb anguniarungnaqtuq ‘I think he went
hunting’, discussed in Table 3 below. See also Lowe’s (1985) description of how the ending -tuq interacts
with the punctual base katak- in Section 2.
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Frame G below is also a sentence-scenario pairing frame. But compared to Frame F, Frame G is
more likely to spark elaborate reflections and creativity. If the consultant likes this type of questions,
the responses can provide very interesting information about the subtle meaning nuances of the
expressions under investigation, and they can shed light on properties of the expressions that the
researcher might never have thought about testing (see also Crane and Fleisch 2019). Frame G
corresponds to VI in Bohnemeyer’s (2015) taxonomy:
Frame G: Context for utterance
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Target language sentence

Description of scenario

In the employment of this elicitation frame, the interviewer provides a sentence in the target language and asks the consultant to describe a situation or scenario where she would utter that sentence
to another speaker of the language. A consultant I worked with described the scenario in (11) when
I asked her to imagine a situation in which she would use an utterance of the North Slope Iñupiaq
sentence Aalaak umiaqaġniqsuq ‘Aalaak has a boat-niq’. It was at an early stage of the project.
I wished to understand the meaning of the expression niq, but previous interviews had pointed in
different directions, and I was not sure which meaning properties would be relevant to test:
(11) Sentence under discussion:
Aalaak umiaqaġniqsuq!
Aalaak umiaq-qaq -niq
-tuq
Aalaak boat have turns.out IND.3SG
‘Aalaak does have a boat!’
C:

The first scenario for me is: I’ve been wondering with someone else whether this
person has a boat. I go and check to see whether that person has a boat. I see that
he has a boat, ’cause I... see it. And then I go back, or I holler back to the person:
Umiaqaġniqsuq! ‘Yes, he does have a boat!’

This response indicates that the meaning of niq pertains to realizing that something is the case.
Note also that the consultant highlights that she sees the state of affairs. A reasonable follow-up
question for another (or the same) session is, therefore, whether a given sentence with niq is restricted
to realization through visual evidence or allows realization through any type of evidence. For this
purpose, a Frame F based question, as in (12), may be useful:
(12)

I:

C:

When saying “Aalaak umiaqaġniqsuq”, how does the speaker know... — has he
seen the boat? Has he seen Aalaak with the boat? Has he heard from somebody
that Aalaak has a boat?
He can hear from somebody.

As it turns out, niq is not restricted to a specific type of information source: niq is licensed by
reportative (12) as well as visual (11) evidence (see Berthelin 2012 for details).
Another example of responses that may be elicited through the employment of Frame G is rendered in (13). The excerpt is from a conversation where the interviewer asks the consultant a)
whether certain words exist in the language, and if so b) to describe scenarios where these words
can be used:
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(13)

Sentence under discussion:
Utirumiñaqtuq.
utiq
-yumiñaq-tuq
come.back may
IND.3SG
‘He could come back.’
I:
C:

Utirumiñaqtuq?
Yeah! There is. Utirumiñaqtuq — uh... — utirumiñaqtuq. If you kick somebody
out, and you’re telling somebody else, “Yeah, he could come back.” “He could
come back... If you see him tell him he could come back.”

Frame G is especially useful when the researcher is unsure which properties are relevant to
check for, and she wants to explore the intuitive meaning nuances associated with the expression
under investigation. Another example is provided in (14), which is also part of the exploration of
the meaning of North Slope Iñupiaq niq. Note that I do not ask specifically for a scenario, but
the consultant offers elaborate descriptions of the meaning nuances she associates with niq and the
conversation develops into one about the details of situations where an utterance with niq is suitable:
(14)

Sentences under discussion:
a. Simik paammaksimaruaq
uvlaapak.
Simik paammak-sima-tuaq
uvlaa -pak
Simik crawl
PRF IND.PST.3SG morning during
‘Simik was crawling this morning.’
b.

Simik paammakniqsuaq
uvlaapak!
Simik paammak-niq
-tuaq
uvlaa -pak
Simik crawl
turns.out IND.PST.3SG morning during
‘Simik was crawling this morning!’
I:
C:
I:
C:
I:
C:
I:
C:

You told me that the papa can say Simik paammaksimaruaq uvlaapak to somebody
else.
Ii [‘yes’].
Could he alternatively say Simik paammakniqsuaq uvlaapak to somebody else?
He can also say that. But usually niq is to somebody close... somebody close to
you. Paammakniqsuaq.
If the person is close to him [= the papa]...?
Yeah, kind of like, brag or being proud -So this niq does have some kind of emotion in it?
-- and it’s usually to somebody close to you. I mean — to a person of the street
you can’t say that. Paammaksimaruaq probably would say in general, but paammakniqsuaq is more like, “I am really proud” and it’s to somebody you are close
to.

It is important to keep in mind that not everybody prefers to explain their language through
scenarios (see also Bohnemeyer 2015:40). Others paint elaborated scenarios in their responses to
Frame G questions (as in (11) and (14)) and reflect extensively on the subtle meaning nuances associated with the given expression by continuing the description and comparing different scenarios
where the sentence does and does not fit. Nevertheless, the researcher who wishes to collect such
20

elaborations should not only consider critically when and with whom to collect them, but also how
she interprets them. Regardless of whether the elaborations are requested or volunteered, they are
a type of abstract generalizations. As Matthewson (2004) correctly points out, most native-speaker
generalizations do contain a kernel of truth, but often do not have predictive power (Matthewson
2004:380). For this reason, data consisting of elaborations alone cannot validate a hypothesis about
the semantics of an expression, and they need to be interpreted in relation to data obtained through
other frames. What they do provide are hints about meaning properties that the non-native researcher
might not otherwise have thought about testing (cf. Section 3; Crane and Fleisch 2019).
4.4 Minimal pairs
This subsection discusses the use of stimuli that involve minimal pairs. Frame H below falls under
Bohnemeyer’s (2015) Type VI, in that it involves target language sentences in the stimulus and the
target response is a type of metalinguistic description. Like Frame G, Frame H tends to facilitate
detailed elaborations:
Frame H: Elaboration on minimal pairs
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Two target language sentences that
form a minimal pair

Elaboration on
their difference

The interviewer asks the consultant about the difference between two target language sentences
that form a minimal pair. At least one of the sentences contains an expression under investigation.
Some consultants may choose to provide translations of the respective sentences before explaining
the difference between them. Others may describe scenarios where one of the sentences is more
suitable than the other.
It is important to note that the use of data obtained through Frame H requires critical reflection,
because a request to compare sentences may yield a response consisting of abstract generalizations.
We generally do not have direct access to the abstract rules and generalizations we employ when
we speak our languages (Matthewson 2004; see also Deal 2015), regardless of how many years of
experience we may have as language workers. Responses where a consultant explains the difference
between two sentences are therefore unlikely to pin down the exact conditions under which the
expression(s) under investigation can be used. One may therefore be rightfully skeptical to the
validity of frames like Frame H (and Frame I further below). This skepticism, I believe, should not
keep us from using such frames: as I shall argue in due course, they do have some advantages. But
it is absolutely necessary that we use the data obtained through these methods as clues that help
us decide which meanings to test for — not as confirmations or rejections of hypotheses about the
expression’s semantic restrictions. And we may perhaps even question their status as ‘data’, and
rather treat them as clues that we use in the initial process towards hypothesis formation.
The employment of Frame H may be useful in cases where the researcher has no real clue about
which meanings to test for. Throughout the data collection on the semantics and pragmatics of
niq (Berthelin 2012), it turned out that the meaning of niq was very hard to identify by means of
pairing sentences containing niq with scenarios (i.e., through Frames E, F, and G). As with other
non-truth-conditional expressions, it was not straightforward to form scenarios where the presence
of niq rendered the sentence wrong: usually, sentences with niq were accepted in the same scenarios
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as the corresponding sentences without niq (see also Matthewson 2004:372, on felicity judgments).
Frame H was suggested to me by Prof. Lawrence Kaplan (p.c. 2011) as a way of asking consultants
to share reflections on the arguably very subtle meaning nuance that a speaker of North Slope Iñupiaq
may convey by means of including the postbase niq in her sentence. When consultants elaborated on
the differences between a sentence with niq and the corresponding sentence with another postbase
(as in (15)) or one with no postbase, it seemed that while both sentences were often acceptable in
the same situations, niq was associated with a notion of affirmation:
(15)

Sentences under discussion:
a. Sanatumaruq.
sana -tuq
-sima-ruq
carve good.at PRF IND.3SG
‘He is good at carving.’
b.

Sanatuniqsuq.
sana -tuq
-niq
-tuq
carve good.at turns.out IND.3SG
‘He is good at carving.’

On the difference between sanatumaruq and sanatuniqsuq:
C:

I think it is more straightforward that it is so — sanatumaruq — that he does a
lot of carving and he is good at it. Sanatuniqsuq is um — further affirms — it’s a
further affirmation.

As argued above, Frame H is only suitable if it is used for the right purpose — e.g., to help the
researcher who is stuck. What (15) tells us is not that the restriction on niq is affirmation. Rather,
(15) tells us that it may be worthwhile to test if niq is only licensed in contexts where the speaker
intends to affirm something — e.g., through Frame F.
A different version of the minimal pair frame is to ask the consultant to choose among two
sentences in relation to a context:26
Frame I: Choosing a sentence from a minimal pair
STIMULUS

TARGET RESPONSE

Two target language sentences that form
a minimal pair + a context

Choice / elaboration on
their difference

As will be illustrated below, such a question may elicit insights into subtle meaning differences.
The elicitation goal and the stimulus are thus somewhat similar to the Frame H based stimulus in
(15). But whereas Frame H questions ask the consultant to explain the difference between the two
sentences, Frame I questions ask the consultant to choose the most suitable utterance in relation to
a scenario. One of the advantages of Frame H is that the question is more open-ended, because the
consultant herself chooses how she would like to explain the meanings of the sentences. Frame I, on
the other hand, may be easier to answer compared to Frame H, which asks for a lot of imaginative
26

For such data to be valid, the researcher obviously has to make sure that the consultant is comfortable letting
her know if none of the suggested sentences are appropriate in the scenario.
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work on the spot. Another advantage of Frame I is that it allows the fieldworker to test meaning
nuances in relation to a context, which means that she can test what the expression might be sensitive
to.27 In this sense, Frame I is a combination of Frames F and H.
Excerpt (17) is a response to the Frame I stimulus in (16). The intention behind the elicitation
of these data was to explore the subtle meaning that niq adds to the utterance interpretation in North
Slope Iñupiaq. Judging from (17), the presence of niq might be associated with the notion of a
realization process.
(16)

Sentences under discussion:
a. Qamutitalluiniqsuq.
qamutitaq-lla -ui -niq
-tuq
drive.car can NEG turns.out IND.3SG
‘He can’t drive a car.’ [niq]
b.

Qamutitaluichuq.
qamutitaq-lla -ui -tuq
drive.car can NEG IND.3SG
‘He can’t drive a car.’

SCENARIO: Niayuk asks Aalak: Simik qamutitallava? [‘Can Simik drive?’] And then Aalak
says Ii, Simik qamutitallaruq [‘Yes, Simi can drive’]. But then the next day Aalak sees
Simik crashing a car as he is trying to park at the store. So Aalak goes back to Niayuk and
says Simik qamutitalluiniqsuq or Simik qamutitaluichuq?

(17)

C:
I:
C:
I:
C:

Qamutitalluiniqsuq. It doesn’t — it turns out that Simik is not a very good driver.
Qamutitalluiniqsuq.
Would that be a better response than simply saying Qamutitaluichuq?
Qamutitaluichuq...?
Yeah?
It has to do with qamutitaluiniqsuq — it turns out that he is not a very good driver
because of what I’ve witnessed. Qamutitaluichuq is um... — it is so. Qamutitaluichuq. ‘He’s not a very good driver’.

It is my experience that at least some consultants tend to get inspired to elaborate on the intuitive meaning differences among linguistic expressions when asked to compare sentences that form
a minimal pair. It is likely that Frames H and I are especially useful in studies of abstract expressions like modals and non-truth-conditional expressions like niq, whose meanings are often hard
to identify for the speaker as well as for the researcher. This means that while Frames H and I are
useful in the exploration of subtle meaning nuances, data obtained through these frames should be
validated through more rigorous testing — e.g., through Frame F, which is good for testing whether
an expression E has a certain meaning M . In the case of excerpt (17), the clue that niq may be
associated with a realization process is (partly) validated by datum (11), which was elicited through
Frame G: niq marks a connection between the utterance and the previous discourse by indicating
that the speaker has realized that the propositional content is a true description of the world, and that
this realization is relevant to the previous discourse (see Berthelin 2012 for a full analysis).
27

Again, such requests to introspect are fraught with the same challenges as those noted for Frame H, and
hence the data has the status as clues for further investigation rather than data (see Matthewson 2004).
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4.5 Interaction of the frames in the interview session
Throughout the paper, the various elicitation frames have been illustrated in isolation. A fieldlinguistic interview session, however, often employs a combination of elicitation frames (see also
Bohnemeyer 2015:23). The interviewer may need to tweak and create scenarios and stimuli on the
spot to ask relevant follow-up questions. For example, when learning that a sentence with niq can be
used in a scenario where the speaker observes the state of affairs firsthand (e.g., through Frame G),
it may be useful to ask if the same sentence can also be used when the speaker has reportative evidence (Frame F), in order to check the extension of niq. Also, the consultant may very well initiate
responses of certain types that shed light on the meaning of the expression under investigation, even
though the interviewer has not provided a stimulus, and the interview takes the form of a conversation about meaning, rather than a strict Q and A format.
Table 3 provides an example of the interaction between Frames Aii, E, F, and G in an actual
field-linguistic interview. Note that the consultant is the one to initiate the use of Frame Aii, E, and
G responses throughout our conversation. The purpose of the session was, among other things, to
check if lla ‘be able to, can’ and hungnaq ‘probably’ cover epistemic modal meanings.28
Sentences under discussion in Table 3

Anguniallaȓuq
anguniaq-lla -tuq
hunting can IND.3SG
‘He can hunt.’

Anguniariaqtuq
anguniaq-iaq
-tuq
hunting to.go.and IND.3SG
‘He went hunting.’

Anguniarungnaqtuq
anguniaq-hungnaq -tuq
hunting probably IND.3SG
‘I think he went hunting.’

Table 3: Excerpt with identification of elicitation frames

Research question:
Does lla cover epistemic modal meaning?
1.

2.

I:

C:

My husband, he picks up all his hunting
gear and he puts on his boots and he
takes off with his hunting partner. And
then I go back to my sewing and the
phone rings, and the person, he asks me
where my husband is. Can I then say,
um, Anguniallaȓuq [‘He can hunt’]?

Frame F question:
Stimulus:Scenario + target language sentence
Target response:Judgment

Anguniariaqtuq. Anguniallaȓuq is ‘He
can hunt’. When you say anguniallaȓuq — but when you say Anguniariaqtuq, ‘He went hunting’. And if you
wanna put Anguniallaȓuq, you put ‘He
can go hunting’.

Frame F response:
The lla-sentence is rejected in the scenario
Frame E response:
C gives a scenario appropriate sentence
Frame Aii response:
C translates lla-sentence

28

As for lla, this could seem like a far-fetched hypothesis given the root-modal meaning listed in the dictionary
entry. But recall from Section 4.3 that several languages display root-epistemic overlap (van der Auwera and
Ammann 2013). It is therefore not irrelevant to test lla for epistemic modal meaning.
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3.

I:

4.

C:

Like I’m talking about his skills or -Yeah... because, uh... If somebody
came and — if somebody came and
looking for partner, like, you know,
looking for a partner to go with hunting, then you tell them, “Yeah, my husband can go hunting with you.” Anguniallaȓuq, ‘He could go hunting’.

Frame G response:
C describes appropriate scenario for llasentence

Research question:
Does hungnaq cover epistemic possibility?
5.

I:

6.

C:

7.

I:

8.

C:

9.

I:

10.

C:

But in this one where he went off with
his hunting partner and all that, and the
person calls and asks where he is, could
I also say maybe Anguniarungnaqtuq?
No, you already know that he’s out
already.
You already know that
he’s hunting. Anguniarungnaqtuq —
you’re thinking, “I think he went hunting.”

Frame F question:
Stimulus:Scenario + target language sentence
Target response:Judgment
Frame F response:
Rejects target language sentence as a vehicle
for intended meaning

Then I sound too insecure, maybe?
Uh... But you already know he’s —
he got ready for going hunting putting
his — yeah. So you can’t say Anguniarungnaqtuq. Unless, uh... He went
out, out of the house, and you didn’t see
him get ready to go hunting.

Frame F response cont.:
C elaborates on her reason for rejecting Anguniarungnaqtuq
Frame G response:
appropriate scenario for Anguniarungnaqtuq

I just saw that he left?
Yeah, you just saw that he left. Then
you could say, uh... “And he took
off with his ski-doo [snowmobile].”
Then you could say Aguniarungnaqtuq. You’re thinking that he went hunting. Maybe.

Frame G response cont.

Before we identify the insights yielded by this excerpt, some discussion of the choice of stimuli is
in order. One may ask if the scenario in the initial stimulus (row 1) targets epistemic modal meaning
at all: the person in the scenario arguably has very strong reasons to believe that her husband went
hunting, and thereby strong reasons to use an unqualified statement (i.e., a simple, non-modalized
sentence) to describe his whereabouts. This is also how the consultant interprets the scenario. However, in my experience — as a language user and as a field linguist — it varies how much evidence
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we feel we need to make a claim. In situations like the scenario in the row 1, some people may prefer
to qualify their claim with an epistemic modal, because they feel they cannot know for sure that the
husband is hunting — perhaps he just brought his hunting gear to his hunting partner’s house so
that they could clean it together. For this reason, the scenario may target epistemic modal meaning.
It turns out that the consultant views the scenario as a situation where you do not have to qualify
your statement with an epistemic modal, or at least not an epistemic possibility modal. Later in the
interview (row 8), she rejects the hungnaq-sentence because “you already know he’s — he got ready
for going hunting.” This demonstrates how important it is to talk about the scenario to understand
how the consultant interprets the scenario, and which communicative intentions she finds suitable in
that scenario, in order to identify the contextual and communicative properties that license or block
the use of the given expression(s). In other words, what the interviewer needs to understand is not
just whether a certain sentence is rejected or accepted in a certain scenario, but more importantly,
why.
The responses in Table 3 indicate that lla ‘be able to, can’ does not cover epistemic certainty.
The consultant interprets the scenario such that an expression of full certainty would be appropriate,
and lla is apparently not suitable for this communicative intention (cf. row 6: “you already know
he’s — he got ready for going hunting”). Technically, the data in Table 3 still do not rule out that
lla can be used to cover other epistemic meanings like uncertainty (possibility): after all, lla was
only rejected as a vehicle for full (unqualified) certainty. It does seem though that lla is strongly
associated with root modal meaning (‘ability’) given the consultant’s translation (row 2) and her
description of a scenario for the lla-sentence (row 4). A strong association with root possibility does
not, however, rule out the ability to express epistemic possibility, so we need to test directly if lla
can convey uncertainty — e.g., through Frame F (see excerpt (10)).
As for hungnaq, the consultant’s reason for rejecting the hungnaq-sentence seems to be that she
finds that the person in the scenario can indeed be sure that her husband had gone hunting (see row 6).
It thus appears that hungnaq does not cover full epistemic certainty. Hungnaq does, however, seem
to cover epistemic possibility meanings like ‘maybe’, judging from rows 8 and 10. Table 3 does not
indicate whether hungnaq is restricted to epistemic possibility; it could still be that hungnaq covers
weak (‘highly likely’) epistemic necessity. This can be tested by employing Frame F, and letting the
scenario be a context where the speaker has good but not fully sufficient reasons to assume that the
propositional content modified by hungnaq is true.29
5

Rendering data in papers

This paper uses direct quotes from field-linguistic interviews to illustrate what the employment of the
respective elicitation frames may look like in an actual interview session. The use of direct quotes
from interviews seems to be most common in papers on methodological issues like this one and
Cover (2015:249), and when making points about methodology (Crane and Fleisch 2019:18–19).
This brief section discusses some of the advantages of using direct quotes from interviews in journal publications on fieldwork-based linguistic analysis in general — i.e., not only when discussing
methodology, but as data points.
Language consultants are rarely quoted at length in the field linguistics literature (see Cable
29

The data and analyses in Berthelin (2017a) lead to the conclusion that hungnaq covers epistemic possibility (‘maybe’) as well as weak epistemic necessity (‘highly likely’), but not full certainty. Hence the gloss
‘probably’ throughout the paper.
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2019 footnote 6 for an exception). Especially in journals, a datum is usually rendered as the sentence under discussion, plus an indication of the consultant’s judgment (as in (4–5) above), or as
a description of a context plus a sentence that has been judged appropriate in that context. Some
scholars also include a supplementary comment offered by the consultant in the data points (see, e.g.,
Matthewson, Rullmann, et al. 2007; Matthewson and Todorović 2018; Crane and Fleisch 2019:14,
data points (25)-(27)) This way of rendering data has several benefits. As compared to the unstructured and space-consuming data points presented here and in Berthelin (2017a,b,c), they are easy to
read and process, they save space, and they show in an organized way how the sentence has been
evaluated by the consultant. On the other hand, quoting the consultant’s answers as well as the researcher’s question has its own advantages. First of all, it increases transparency. The reader can see
exactly how the question has been phrased, spot potential leading questions, and in turn evaluate the
validity of the individual data point herself. In (14), for instance, it is possible that my question is
leading when I propose that the use of niq is associated with emotion. Secondly, quotes show exactly
what the consultant has said in response to the stimulus that, together with other data, has led the
researcher to draw the given conclusions about the meaning of the expressions under investigation,
and in turn to propose the given semantic and pragmatic analysis. This is in line with Cover and
Tonhauser’s (2015:343) call for more transparency with regards to what consultants have said in interviews. Finally, quotes from interviews show how the consultants have phrased their explanations
and descriptions of the subtle meaning nuances of expressions in the languages that belong to them.
I do not hold the view that using quotes as data points is right for every project or every paper that
uses semantic fieldwork data. And some consultants may indeed not wish to be quoted directly. What
I do wish to propose is that the use of quotes from interview sessions can offer increased transparency,
and at the same time show the consultants’ take on their language. This may be particularly relevant
when the consultant has shared explanations and elaborations — e.g., as responses to Frame G, H,
and I questions. Like any other data points, such quotes should never stand alone without analysis,
and nor should they be framed as results. What they do offer is a glimpse of what the consultants
have said, and the body text in the paper should of course explicate what (the researchers assume)
the data points (together with other data points) indicate about the meaning of the expression under
investigation.
6

Elicitation data and teaching materials

As this is a methodological paper, the main foci are data collection, choice of elicitation frame, and
interview questions. Nevertheless, as most modern linguistic researchers are aware, the collected
data should — preferably and when possible (see Crippen and Robinson 2013 for discussion) —
benefit the language community in addition to informing a linguistic analysis. This section shows
how data obtained through the elicitation frames presented above can be used to create teaching
materials.
As Burton and Matthewson (2015) point out, datasets obtained through the storyboard method
are easily converted into teaching materials. The pictures and the collected story narrations are
basically illustrated stories in the target language that can be used to teach, e.g., literacy. Data sets
obtained through elicitation interviews are arguably not as easily transformed into visually appealing
teaching materials. They may, nevertheless, be easily converted into teaching materials that serve
a different purpose, by offering a nice overview of the range of meanings that can be expressed
through an utterance with one of the expressions under investigation. Throughout our collaboration,
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one of the Elders I worked with, Panigavluk, suggested making a tool that we ended up calling
‘suffix-circles’.30 Figure 3 is a suffix-circle based on data from Uummarmiutun.
Figure 3: Suffix-circle for viaq ‘might (in the sense of potential consequence)’ (Panigavluk,
Mangilaluk, and Kavakłuk 2015)

In the middle of the sheet is the suffix.31 Each ‘leaf’ gives an example sentence that contains the
suffix, along with a short description of a scenario where the sentence can be uttered. The scenarios
are taken from Frame E and F questions, or they were offered by consultants as responses to Frame G
questions. Rather than providing a mere translation of the abstract dependent morpheme — which
hardly covers the range of meanings of the expression — the suffix-circle allows the language learner
to grasp the abstract sense of the postbase, because it provides many different examples of what a
sentence with that expression can be used to communicate. The viaq-circle has three additional
white leaves that allow the language learner to compare the meaning of viaq and hungnaq. Viaq and
hungnaq are both concerned with epistemic modality, but viaq is restricted to assumptions about the
future — often with an apprehensive meaning aspect.
Suffix-circles are especially useful for teaching abstract and polysemous expressions, because
they showcase the range of meaning nuances that the expression can be used to communicate in
different contexts. A slightly different version of the suffix-circle was proposed by Mimirlina. We
30

More teaching materials are available at Panigavluk, Mangilaluk, Kavakłuk, Agnagullak, Suvvatchiaq,
Mimirlina, and Siliuyaq (2015).
31
Some language teachers use the term ‘suffix’ rather than ‘postbase’. See also the terminological discussion
in footnote 3 above.
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called these ‘word-circles’. The word-circle in Figure 4 is based on data from the Inuktut dialect
Siglitun.
Figure 4: Word-circle for ani- ‘go out’ (Mimirlina 2015)

Word-circles are especially useful for giving a sense of the structure of a polysynthetic language
like Inuktut. Like other Inuktut dialects, the Siglitun lexicon contains a large number of postbases. A
word-circle has a root (or “base” in Nagai’s (2006) terms), such as ani- ‘go out’, in the middle. Roots
are not used in isolation; they need an ending that reflects at least person, number and mood. Between
the root and the ending, one can have any number of postbases (cf. Figure 1 in Section 2). Each leaf in
a word-circle contains the root with different postbases between the root and the ending, along with
a short description of a scenario where the word (or sentence) can be used. In the suffix-circles and
the word-circles alike, the example sentences are followed by a non-technical interlinear glossing
of the morphemes in the words. As some language learners pointed out, the glossing “opened up”
the structure of the language. The word-circles and suffix-circles also include brief pedagogical
explanations of grammatical or phonological phenomena that are relevant to the example sentences
(see Panigavluk, Mangilaluk, and Kavakłuk 2015; Mimirlina 2015).
7

Conclusions

The semantic fieldworker needs to construct interview guides that test hypotheses and inspire the
consultants to share their knowledge about the subtle meaning nuances of the expressions in their
language. This paper has illustrated and discussed the application of nine elicitation frames and
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their advantages and limitations. In this way, the paper has contributed to the exploration and understanding of how one may choose elicitation questions for, and use these questions in, semantic
fieldwork.
As argued throughout the paper, the choice of elicitation frame should depend on a) the hypothesis we want to test, b) what or how much we already know about the expression under investigation,
and c) which types of tasks the consultant prefers to work with. If, for instance, the consultant is not
comfortable with constructing sentences in the target language, the interviewer should avoid Frames
Aii, B, and E. Instead, she may use frames where the target response is a judgment of a target language sentence (in a context), as in Frames C, D, and F, or an explanation of the target language
sentence in the metalanguage, as in Frames G, H, and I.
As compared to the others, Frame G puts a lot of work on the consultant, because it asks for a
description of an imaginative scenario. While such frames do ask for a lot of creativity, they are also
the type of frames that tend to spark elaborative insights into the language. Another benefit of these
frames is that they elicit responses where the consultant explains the properties of her language in her
own words. Such responses allow the interviewer to learn about properties of the expressions that
she may never have thought of testing. However, because requests for elaborations and explanations
are in essence requests for abstract generalizations (see Matthewson 2004), these data should not be
used to confirm or reject hypotheses, but rather as indications of meaning properties that may be
worth testing. Frame F is suitable for testing concrete hypotheses, and thus applicable when the
researcher has some knowledge of the semantics of the expression under investigation. The same
is true for Frames C and D, and in addition, these two require the researcher to be familiar with the
syntax of the language and cross-linguistic tendencies to design the stimulus. Frames A, B, and E,
on the other hand, are useful in the (initial) exploration of how certain meanings are rendered in the
target language.
Because we collect semantic fieldwork data in order to communicate our findings to the scientific as well as the language community, the paper has made a proposal for how to present data
in publications, and a suggestion on how to make teaching materials from elicitation data. The
inclusion of direct quotes from interview sessions is one way of increasing transparency in our publications: the reader can spot potential leading questions, see what the consultants have said that led
the researcher to propose a given semantics, and, not least, see how the consultants have explained
the subtle meaning nuances of expressions in their language. As for teaching materials, I have provided an example of a suffix-circle and a word-circle, which are the products of Panigavluk’s and
Mimirlina’s ideas respectively. The circles are based on elicitation data, and such circles can be used
to showcase the range of meanings of abstract and dependent morphemes.
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